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Case Study A: Pupil 'A' 

 

Pupil 'A' is a 13 year old boy with Severe Learning Difficulties (SLD) and Autistic Spectrum Disorder. 

He uses one sign: 'please' for everything which made it ineffective for communication. In class he 

used a Supertalker which is a static device that enables access to eight pages of eight symbols and 

Picture Exchange Communication System PECs;  both are limiting to the breadth and depth of 

communication and neither motivated him to communicate beyond simple requests or participate 

in class.  

'A' adores his friends. He is a people person.  If he wanted attention or an item or help he would 

get eye contact and point or remain passive and not try.  Without some communication aid he 

would not ask for food or drink.  He would remain passive if he wanted help and wait for someone 

to go to him. If new people came he would get eye contact and point but would not acknowledge 

their leaving. When recognising an item he might point or ignore the item. If he was enjoying an 

activity and / or happy, he would laugh and clap. If he wanted the activity repeating he would 

bounce and sign 'please'. If there was something he didn't want he would throw it.  If upset, 'I' 

might hit out or cry. If he didn't want something doing, he would hit out.  If he becomes frustrated 

with his attempts at communication, he expresses some challenging behaviour, including 

aggressive outbursts.  This is partly the effect of his medical condition. 

 

Description of Technology used for Pupil 'A' 

'A' previously  used both Picture Exchange Communication System,  PECS) and a Supertalker. These 

devices did not motivate him to communicate. 

As part of the project; 'A' was then given an iPad with Griffin Cover and The GRid 2 to use.  

 

Overview of project as it was applied to pupil 'A' 

'A' loves people, especially his friends.  He is motivated by people.  

To gauge 'A''s reaction to the iPad; the Communications Co-ordinator (CC) had an initial session 

with him using the iPad she had set up for another pupil. 

'A' became very animated, excited and engaged when he discovered photos of people he knew. It 

was an instant response. He had no previous experience or expectation of and iPad and so 

accepted the iPad as a  'communicator' and the associated rules at face value.  

CC decided that 'A' would benefit from participating in the study and collaborated with 'A''s class 

teacher to decide what he would like and would be useful for 'A'.  

As he had become so engaged with the photos, they decided to put photos of his class mates and 

staff  onto his grid so that he could participate during registration. 
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CC demonstrated the use of the iPad and how to 'model' its use for 'A' to the class teacher and 

assistants. 

'A' immediately became engaged in class using the iPad.  He participated in registration activity for 

the first time. 

The teacher recognised this significant improvement and collaborated with CC to add other options 

to the Grid. The second Grid included Playtime, Yes, No and Finished.  If 'A' chose an option it 

would always be given.  This is a crucial aspect of the project which increases the trust between the 

pupil and the staff. 

Within one week they decided to add 'A's timetable. He astounded the staff by showing that he 

recognised the symbols and Objects of Reference (Real objects, photos of which are displayed by 

the symbols around the school, that a pupil can hold on their way to an activity.  This object 

reminds them (and other staff) if they become confused or lost between activities) that were used 

by the school.  He knew what they would be doing next.  He knew the days of the week.  He 

became more engaged in class and  proactive.  

The teacher approached CC  regularly to have new symbols added to 'A''s Grid.  These were always 

put on before the end of the school day. 'A' knew this and would look for them, excitedly, the next 

morning.  This kept him engaged and active. 

A maths page was added and 'A' was able to demonstrate that he knew much of the work they 

were doing. He could count, knew his colours and shapes and was able to learn within class. It is 

important to note here that the teacher and assistants were careful to leave sufficient thinking time 

for 'A' to find his answer so that he could participate equally. 

An English page was developed.  This included the Stories that are used for each half term.  'A' can 

look at the previous and current stories and talk about them. 

He is very excited to find what has been added and is proficient at navigating categories on the  

Grids to find what he wants, to participate actively in class and to communicate with others. 

 These were skills and abilities he had not previously been able to demonstrate.  The iPad as a 

communication tool has given him a voice.  
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Impact  

'A' has been able to demonstrate abilities previously unknown. He has a voice in class. 

His body language has changed as through the improved  accessibility to the curriculum, he has 

become more proactive and participates more widely in class, answering questions independently.   

Challenging behaviour which is due to his medical condition as well as frustration, has lessened 

from several times each day to every other day. 

Key lessons learnt  

Pupils who are given a voice, in this case, through the use of an iPad as a communications device, 

are more able to demonstrate their abilities. 

They are able to engage, participate in class and gain in confidence.  

They become more engaged and motivated to learn. 

These abilities enable the staff to have confidence in the pupil's choices.  This engenders mutual  

respect. 

The result is an improved relationship based on mutual respect, learning and a lessening of 

challenging behaviours. 
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Each day cell contains all that day's 

lessons. 

Pupil A Grid Stage one of Pupil A's grid 
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Stage 2 of Pupil A's grid 
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Stage 3 of Pupil A's grid 
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Case Study B: Pupil 'B' 
Pupil 'B' is a pupil with Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties (PMLD) and epilepsy.  He has 

some phrases he uses regularly and he has some signing ability. He will sign "mine" and "my turn" 

when using the iPad. He has some physical difficulties so it is hard for him to hold items. 

'B' attracts attention by vocalising, 'chatting' or shouting.  He might call "mum" or "Hiya".  Some 

vocalisations are not clear. 

If there is an item 'B' is interested in, or wants, he will point, sometimes vocalise and may use 

"chatter vocalisation".  He sometimes uses names although they are not always clear.  He knows 

sounds for animals and will use those as well or instead. He will not ask to be picked up. 

If he requires assistance he may shout "mum" regardless of whether she is present. 

If he is enjoying an activity, he will smile, laugh or vocalise in a 'happy' voice.  He may say or sign 

"more".  He will look at new items.  If there is an item he doesn't want, he might say "No", throw it 

away or close his lips if it is food. 

If a familiar person comes in, 'B' will look, vocalise  and may shout "hiya".  He may wave and say 

"bye" when they leave, often only after prompting. 

'B' is happy to accept help and if hurt or upset, he will put on a serious face, go quiet and stare at 

any offender. 

 

Specific technologies used for this pupil 

'B' used a Picture Exchange Card System (PECS) in class but had difficulty in holding the cards and 

they would frequently drop. 

As part of the project; 'B' was then given an iPad with Griffin Cover and The GRid 2 to use. 
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Overview of project as applied to pupil 'B' 

To begin with, the Communications co-ordinator (CC) programmed 'B''s Grid with four choices 

associated with a ball - a favourite toy. 

The choices were 'Roll', 'Bounce', 'Give Me' and 'Happy'.   

'B' had one to one sessions with the CC twice a week. Extra sessions would be added in if they 

became available. 

CC worked with the iPad, maintaining 'B''s signing at the same time. Over the first 4 weeks, 'B' came 

to be able to activate the Grid symbols and to understand what was required.  Then the Grids could 

be updated with a selection from Ball, Bubbles, Car and Sound Box with separate activities for each.  

'B' showed intent.  He cooperated and participated enthusiastically in the sessions. 

After 10 weeks 'B' was able to use the iPad in class. He was more engaged and participated in the 

class activities.  He had more understanding of what is being said. 

He developed from knowing 2 colours to 4 colours. He can use the chat Grid but won't use it 

around school as yet. 

 

 

Impact  

Pupil 'B' has been empowered through using the iPad as a communications device. 

He can participate in the class registration activity; matching photos to people and anticipating the 

next person on the register. 

He uses his vision to good effect and can participate in a 'Kim's game' activity. 

When choosing a toy, he always selects the car, while he is less consistent with the cards. This has 

given him more effective choices.  

 

Key lessons learnt  

Empowering pupil 'B' and giving him a voice, has engaged him in his learning and he is more 

motivated in class. 
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Pupil B Grid 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stage 1 of Pupil B's grid 
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Stage 2 of Pupil B's grid 
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Stage 3 of Pupil B's grid 
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Stage 4 of Pupil B's grid 
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Stage 5 of Pupil B's grid 
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Stage 6 of Pupil B's grid 
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Stage 7 of Pupil B's grid 
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Stage 8 of Pupil B's grid 
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Case Study C: Pupil 'C' 
'C' is a pupil with Severe Learning Difficulties(SLD) and Downs Syndrome.  He is very loud, 

boisterous, dramatic and confident. He will attract attention by dancing, calling a person's name, 

vocalising and 'chattering' dramatically.  It was initially thought that this dramatic 'chattering' was 

conversation and that 'C' had difficulty with pronunciation.  He will point at an object that interests 

him and 'chatter'.  He can use some single words such as 'Sleepy' but it became apparent that he 

used a single word for a concept.  'Sleepy' was used for anything relating to his bedroom. He will 

sign and back up his vocalising by signing. 

He has used his personality to convey more ability than he actually has. 

'C' is very friendly and likes to hug people when he greets them. He will say "Hi" or "Hello". If 'C'  

wants physical contact, he will cuddle a person.  Work is being carried out to encourage him to 

shake hands instead. If a person is leaving he will wave. 

If he needs help, he will call out '"help" or "oi!". 

If he is enjoying an activity he will smile, laugh, clap, say something like "I like it" or "It's fun" and 

say "more" or "again" to repeat the activity. 

'C' enjoys his food but if he doesn't want something he will say "no". 

If 'C' is hurt or upset, he will use his dramatic tendencies to make the most of the situation if he 

can. 

If he wants to do something for himself, he will say "Me" or "I want to do it myself". 

When identifying an object he will make a related sound such as "Miaow" for a cat, saying its name 

or using a word of his own. 

 

Specific technologies 

As part of the project; 'C' was  given an iPad with Griffin Cover and The GRid 2 to use. 
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Overview of project as applied to Pupil 'C'. 

When the Communication Co-ordinator (CC) had her first session with 'C', it became apparent that 

he had less language than had previously been thought.  What had  previously appeared to be a 

pronunciation difficulty was actually 'C' using a dramatic 'chatter vocalisation' to cover up a lack of 

word finding ability. 

Using pictures, CC discovered that for all questions associated with bedroom, night time and 

sleeping, he would use one word "Sleepy".  When she pointed at pictures of a bedroom and its 

contents, he would still use the word "Sleepy".  If she spoke to him and asked him to point to 

various named items - bed, pillow, light , he could recognise the word and point to them.  However, 

when asked to name them himself, he would revert to the single word "sleepy". 

'C' had knowledge, experience and ability but not the correct word. 

They worked on written and drawn word selection maps.  However, 'C' reverted to the word 

"sleepy" after the session. 

'C' had the desire to communicate.  He was able to recognise symbols but photos were used for 

class mates and staff. 

'C' was started with symbol talker 'A'.  However, he found this too complex so the number of 

categories available was reduced to Quick Talk and People.  This was still too complex and so was 

further reduced to a level where he was able to navigate the grids. See the Pupil 'C' grid at the end 

of this section. 

Over 8 weeks, one to one, twice a week (adding sessions occasionally if a session became available) 

CC worked with 'C' to build his Grid and for him to learn to use it. Once he was confident he was 

able to take it to use in class. 

Once 'C' was using the simplified Grid, it was possible to start increasing the number of symbols 

while reducing their size.  He was soon able to navigate the Grids quickly and efficiently to 

communicate.  When asked if he would like a drink, 'C' would ask for "coke".  Once he could use the 

Grids, it became apparent that when he said "coke" he actually wanted milk.  This meant that he 

could make his preferences clear much more easily. 

'C' then began to find CC and work with CC to add pages he needed.  He had started to take control 

of his own communication aid. 

Notably, 'C' came to CC, very excited, to ask for a new Grid because he was going on holiday and 

had specific requests for his Grid.  Through various methods of non verbal communication, CC was 

able to build a Grid specifically for his holiday. 
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Impact  

Pupil 'C' has become more confident around his communication. 

He has taken control of his communication device and uses it to explain events.  Because he is so 

keen, he has also improved other communications with CC, as he puts a great deal of effort into 

'explaining' the symbols he wants to have on the device so that he can tell others. 

'C' is engaged and motivated to learn and communicate. 

As he has so much to say, he is listened to and relationships have improved through the use of the 

device. 

 

Key lessons learnt  

Empowering pupil 'C' has enabled staff to realise that he has word finding difficulties and to help 

him with this. 

As he communicates, he is motivated to put more effort into communicating concepts to put on his 

device rather than 'chatter'.  Staff therefore listen more carefully.  Mutual respect is gained which 

improves relationships. 
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Initially we looked at ‘symbol talker A’. This was too complex so we reduced the 

categories  

  

Stage 1 of Pupil C's grid 

Pupil 'C' Grid 
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Stage 2 of Pupil C's grid 
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Stage 3 of Pupil C's grid 
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Stage 4 of Pupil C's grid 
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Appendix D: Pupil 'D' 
Pupil 'D' is an 11 year old pupil who has Severe learning Difficulties (SLD) and Autistic Spectrum 

Disorder (ASD).  If he wants attention, he approaches someone, gets eye contact, take their hand,  

tap or hit and vocalise.  If he sees an item he is interested in, he will vocalise. He might vocalise or 

try to sign if he wants the item. He will walk over and look at an item he wants, stand by it and 

vocalise.  He doesn't ask to be picked up.  If he needs help, he will stand and hand an object to you 

where appropriate. 

If he wants an activity he is enjoying he smiles, laughs and vocalises. If he wants that activity 

repeating, he will take the person's hand, making movements and vocalising. 

If there is something he doesn't want, he will leave it or push it away.  He might say "no". 

If a familiar person comes in he might make eye contact, smile or touch them.  When they leave, he 

might say "bye" if prompted. 

If 'D' is upset or hurt, he will cry, go away from everyone.  He might get angry and hit out. 

If he doesn't want help he will push a helper away. 

 

Specific technologies 

'D' used the Picture Exchange Card System successfully.  He recognises that if he gives the card he 

will get the item.    

He used an iPad at home to play games on and recognised the iPads despite the Griffin cover.  He 

would simply swipe at the screen and feel for the buttons to get onto other apps he liked.  For him, 

the iPad was for entertainment. 

Overview of project as implemented for Pupil 'D' 

CC worked with 'D' to demonstrate how to use the iPad as a communication tool. 

However, 'D' did not recognise the use for communication and simply looked for entertainment. He 

would not 'point', only 'swipe'. 

If 'D' wanted to communicate a desire he would look for his PECS and would only then be engaged 

in trying to communicate his wishes. 

It became apparent that this system would not work for pupil 'D'. 

However, since another pupil is using the iPad in class, he has taken a great interest and it is 

possible that at some later time it may be possible to work with him again. 
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Impact  

The iPad as a communications tool had no impact on pupil 'D'. 

He was unable to see a different use for the iPad than as he used it at home, for entertainment. 

 

Key lessons learnt  

The iPad will not work for all pupils as a communications device. 

It is important that pupils have little or no experience of an iPad before introducing it as a 

communications device.  Once pupils are in the habit of swiping in a random manner, it can be 

extremely difficult for them to learn to use the device differently. 
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Pupil 'D' Grid Stage 1 of Pupil D's grid 
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Stage 2 of Pupil D's grid 
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Appendix E: Pupil 'E' 
Pupil 'E' has Severe Learning Difficulties (SLD) and Educational Behavioural Difficulties (EBD). At the 

beginning of this project, she would use physical methods of communication such as snatching at 

or pulling a member of staff or running towards an item such as a toy or food she wanted. 'E' does 

not like physical contact when given by others.  She is non verbal and does not sign. She will make a 

loud agitated cry if requiring help and will cry if hurt or upset.  If 'E' did not want help a member of 

staff was trying to give her, or wanted something someone else had, adult or child, she would push 

their hands away, take the item, kick or scratch.  This was her way to control her environment. 

 

Specific technologies 

'E' previously had used low technology methods of communication such a 'Big Mac' single message 

plastic button. 'E' also used  photo cards which had to be True Object Based Icons (TBI). They had to 

be photos of the actual object which were actual size.  

She had some success with these but they were too easily thrown and damaged.  Attached with 

velcro to a board, she enjoyed the tactile and sound effect of scratching the velcro which would 

then distract her, and could become obsessed with making the sound 

For this project she used an iPad, Griffin Cover and The Grid 2 software. The starting point was a 

TOBI image of her favourite toy, a music box.  A photo was taken and put onto the iPad true to size. 

 

Overview of the project as implemented for Pupil 'E' 

'E' had a one to one session with the Communication Coordinator(CC) on average, twice a week. 

This was on neutral territory, in a small space set aside for this activity.  These sessions tended to 

last about 10 minutes.  If other sessions became available, she would be given extra sessions. 

Pupil 'E''s favourite item is a wind up musical toy. 

At the beginning the CC would demonstrate by touching the True Object Based Icon (TOBI), a life 

size photograph of this toy, saying "Ah! Music Box", getting the Music Box, turning it on and giving 

it to 'E' immediately she had touched the icon and heard the words in order to demonstrate cause 

and effect effected by the device.   

'E' was shown that she was required to touch the Music Box icon on the iPad, so that the words 

'Music Box' were heard in order to get the music box which was handed to her immediately, 

already playing. When the music stopped, the CC would gently take it back. 

CC then worked with 'E' to show that if 'E' touched the icon, she would get the Music Box 

immediately, already playing. CC did not touch or move 'E''s hand to do this as this would have 

broken the trust as 'E' does not like to be touched. 

Over 4 weeks, CC built a trusting relationship with 'E' where 'E' knew that if she touched the icon 
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she would get the Music Box.  The icon was slowly reduced in size and began to move position on 

the screen so that 'E' would have to concentrate in order to touch the icon. 

'E' began to hand the music box back in a proper manner in order to have another turn reactivating 

the iPad and getting the Music Box back, playing again. 

Any unwanted actions on 'E''s part would, as far as possible, be ignored.  Scratching or tight 

gripping would elicit no response at all from CC. This was to ensure there were no mixed messages.  

Only touching the icon would elicit a response. 

However, as soon as 'E' touched and activated the icon she would receive the music box, already 

playing.  The immediacy was important in order to teach 'E' the cause and effect of using the iPad. 

This continued over 4 weeks. 

Over these 4 weeks, there was a reduced number of occasions where 'E' tried to direct and control 

by touching CC's hand. 'E' came to understand that touching CC's hand would not work as it had 

before.  She had to touch the icon and would then get the music box, already playing. At this time, 

'E' began to touch CC's hand gently. 

As  CC said, showing her hands and arms "Look! No scratches!" 

During the second phase, the music box icon was made to move as soon as it had been touched.  'E' 

now had to know where the icon was and make deliberate movements in order to activate it. 

The next item added was a photo of a tambourine that 'E' did not like.  If she touched the 

tambourine icon, she would be handed the tambourine and had to handle it.  She was not 

permitted to throw the item or to drop it.  If she did, CSC would look at the item on the floor and 

say "Pick it up!".  'E' would have to pick it up and give it back in a proper manner before being 

permitted the iPad and to request the music box.  Extreme patience was required.  There was to be 

no fight and no contact. During this time mutual trust and respect continued to be built.  As CSC 

said "For 'E', contact is for control." 

'E' was observed, by the researcher, touching  and activating the icon and glancing as it moved then 

taking the music box and touching the icon accurately when required to reactivate it without taking 

another look. This was repeated by 'E' and demonstrated that 'E' remembered the position to 

which the icon had moved. 

The grid was further developed to include three items.   

A Sound Shuffle that required 'E' to activate step by step, 6 or 7 times, to listen to a complete song, 

which varied.  

Bricks which she had to build and take back down again.   

A cardboard 5 page picture book with a sensory cat's tail was then added to make 4 items.  'E' did 

not like the book.  However, if she chose it she would have to hold the book, turn the pages and 

look at every page before she was permitted a new choice. 
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The tasks have been made more challenging by removing the music box and adding  

a sorting and  threading activity 

a jigsaw,  

the sound shuffle and 

mark making with pencil and paper which 'E' does not like. 

 

  However, she has to complete each activity before she is allowed to make a further choice. 

Over this time, the reward of the item has become less immediate although is consistently given. 

 

Impact  

'E' no longer scratches and grips tightly during this activity. 

'E' now will touch CSC's hands gently.  She picks up items dropped. 

'E'  touches the iPad. 'E' is more relaxed and confident. 

She attempts all activities.  While she tries to give the pencils back during the writing activity, she 

does it gently.   

She has learned that if she touches an icon she will get that activity.  

'E''s body language is more relaxed.  She gives eye contact and smiles.  She will hum the song from 

the sound shuffle even when it isn't playing. 

She is able to maintain a session for up to an hour.  When given the sorting and threading activity 

she managed to do it with minimal help on the first attempt. 

The jigsaw activity improves throughout the session although not from session to session. 

'E' also has improved interaction.  She will now stop the music box so that the picture on the actual 

music box is exactly the same as that on photo on the iPad. This differs for different photos and she 

stops the music box at the appropriate place for whichever photo is showing.  This wasn't an 

intentional on the part of the CSC, but entirely Pupil 'E''s choice. This demonstrates an even deeper 

level of engagement and understanding. 

'E' will follow CSC with her eyes if she enters the classroom. This suggests she is hopeful of being 

taken out to work. 

From sessions lasting 5 minutes, 'E' will now work solidly with CSC, using the communications 

device, completing a variety of activities, for up to an hour. 
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Key lessons learnt  

Empowering the pupil has given her a voice, and some control over her environment.  This has led 

to a reduction in  challenging behaviours.  

Giving a pupil a voice improves trust and therefore relationships. 
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Objects move to different 

corner 

Distraction object added 

Choice of 2 objects. The chosen 

object appears on its own. 

Choice of 4 objects. The chosen object appears on its own 

Same position 

Development of Pupil E's grid 
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Choice of 4 objects. New options added. 

Future aim: 6 objects  
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Appendix F: Teacher Interview Questions 
MP:   What are the MAIN POINTS that have emerged from this PROJECT? 

1. What has the impact of the project been on the staff? 
a. Practice IN THE CLASSROOM 
b. Knowledge /Understanding 
c. Anything else? 
d. How was that effected?  

2. What has the impact of the project been on the school?  
a. Policy / Practice? 
b. Attitudes? 
c. How was that effected? 

3. What has the impact of the project been on the pupils who took part? 
a. Performance / Learning Outcomes 
b. Engagement / Motivation 
c. Behaviours 

4. Do you have any evidence? 
a. Class work 
b. Quotes 

5. What has the impact of the project been on the Community? 
a. Parental engagement / Wider Community 
b. Do you have any evidence? 

i. Letters 
ii. Quotes 

 

LEAVE QUESTION IN ITALICS BELOW UNLESS YOU HAVE TIME AT THE VERY END  

6. What has the impact of the project been on the pupils who didn't take part? 
a. Performance 
b. Engagement 
c. Motivation 
d. Behaviours 
e. Learning Outcomes 
f. Do you have any evidence? 

i. Classwork 
ii. Quotes 

7. What do you think are the key themes that have emerged from this research? (Recap) 
Interview 1 

MP:   What are the MAIN POINTS that have emerged from this PROJECT? 

  

 

 

 

 


